
The greenest way to taste your wine

Albi Home M+

NEW



Albicchiere creates the perfect 
glass of wine, it serves it at the 
right temperature and keeps 
it fresh as if it were just opened.



THE LAST GLASS WILL ALWAYS 
BE AS FRESH AS THE FIRST

PARENTAL CONTROL
Protects your wine from
unauthorized users.

Always ready-to-go
Easy to use: insert, pour, enjoy

Temperature control system
It will bring wine to the ideal temperature

Endless change
Change wine whenever you want, 
even if you drink just one  glass

Mobile
Bring it wherever you want thanks 
to its battery pack

No cleaning process required
Even with repeat use of different wines there
is no internal cleaning required

service cost
No needles or gas refills requiredZERO



Albi Home M+, the eco-conscious smart wine dispenser  

Albicchiere has always tried to create a universal 
solution that included both bottles and Smart Bags.

Thanks to the new vacuum function of Albi you will 
now be sure to eliminate all the oxygen present in 
the bags where you have poured your wine, 
preventing oxidation and ensuring a preservation 
time similar to that of sealed Smart Bags.

     Automatic Vacuum System

Thanks to AI, the dispenser can analyze your usage 
habits and many other factors to suggest you the best 
time to be activated via a notification on your phone,  
to make the most of the cooling system and reduce 
consumption.

  AI powered energy saver

Albi allows you to choose between three different 
cooling modes, you choose whether to optimize 
consumption, minimize noise or have wine as soon as 
possible.

     Choose the mode according to your needs

longer duration for 
poured Smart Wine Bags50%up to



Manage the wine in your dispenser
from anywhere, thanks to our app
and any voice assistant system.

Ask which wine is inserted

Read information about wine

Manage dispensers remotely
and set time to supply

Set the wine temperature 
from anywhere

Use voice assistants and 
ask for food recommendations



We have the environment’s 
best interest in mind
The use of Albicchiere solutions helps 
you to reduce CO

2
 emissions by 40%.

40%
LESS CO2 

Your favorite wine 
as you never drank before, 

anytime you want

Italy +39 02 87199832
info@albicchiere.com 
www.albicchiere.com

Follow us on

Between the Chianti and 
Sagrantino’s lands


